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Hypothesis

Research Question
Some percentage of students in a University 
Modeling Instruction Classroom do not say force 
symbols as they are taught.   Why not?

Perhaps they read force symbols literally from left to 
right like regular English text.  So if we modify the 
relevant part of the symbol accordingly, they might 
say them as they are intended.

Force as a Description of an Interaction
University Modeling Instruction (UMI) defines force as:

    - one way to describe an interaction between two objects.
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Force diagrams for 
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chose mR = 3mB) 
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How force 
symbols are 
intended to be 
read in UMI 
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What some students 
in “board” meetings 
were actually saying 

Possible problems with misreadings
If there is a bi-directional interaction between language and thought, 
misreadings might interfere with a student’s ability to effectively learn 
force.
“gravity” is a noun, “gravitational” is an adjective

•  “gravity” as a noun might lead students to think of it as an object,
•  and objects, as represented in a system schema, exert forces 
•   but “gravity” doesn’t exert gravitational force, Earth does

“force contact” is almost like “force of contact”
“force gravity” is almost like “force of gravity”

•  treats “contact” and “gravity” almost like objects
•  but “contact” and “gravity” do not exert forces
•  only objects (in the system schema) exert forces


Experimental Method
Change the symbol to be more consistent with left to right reading:

    old symbol     new symbol


Compare audio of “board” meetings for the same in-class problems
 in years when the old symbol was used (~ 700 min.)
 with years when the new symbol was used (~600 min.)

Classroom context:
•  small, private, liberal arts university (1611 students)
•  calculus-based physics (~24 students)
•  science majors (FCI pre-test: 9.7 ± 4.1)
•  less than 27% physics majors or minors in a class
•  University Modeling Instruction (UMI)
•  Modeling Discourse Management (MDM)
•  parts of the course related to force

The main goals of MDM are to help students realize deeply that...
•  science is tentative and evolving,
•  understandings of meaning are: 

o  constructed, and
o  shared through dialogue.

MDM daily class structure:
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Results

Conclusions
Incorrect locutions are essentially eliminated by the change in notation!!! 
Most likely students were just literally reading the symbol left to right 
Why? 

 - perhaps the cognitive load of learning forces was so high 
         - so symbol reading unconsciously got “off-loaded” to a default “sub-

routine” in their brain 
         - or perhaps it is just more logical to read symbols left to right for some 
It is occasionally difficult to interpret “contact” and “gravitational” 
          - sometimes students say those to refer to forces 
          - other times they say them to refer to the interactions themselves 
Usually students said either “contact force” or “force contact” but not both 
          - but there were a few cases where we clearly detected some switching  
There are no misreadings for the first three problems 

Counts of different ways students referred to a contact force.  
Quotes indicate verbatim what students actually said.  

Counts of different ways students referred to a gravitational force.  
Quotes indicate verbatim what students actually said.  
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